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-Excerpt from VALKYRIE: A Pilot’s Life, by Maj. Gen
Harris Goodman, USMC-JNAC. 1st edition
published 2051 by the Institute for Military Studies.

Chapter 1: From There to Here

I’m not going to waste a lot of time in this book
talking about the minutiae of a soldier’s life. My
story is more or less the same as that of anyone
else who fought—I’m just lucky enough to have
lived to tell it. No, the reason you bought this book,
or are being made to read it by your instructors, is
because you want to know about the Valkyries.

You’re in luck. I happen to know quite a bit on that
particular topic.

But starting a book like this at the end of the story
wastes both our time. If you’re reading this, you
want more than just a list of technical
specifications. You want to know what it’s like to
climb inside the most advanced piece of military
hardware our species has ever invented. And to do
that, you need to know what it was like to be inside
the very first ones.

I’m told my first SPEAR suit (Self-Powered
Exoskeleton ArmoR) is on display in the New
Smithsonian, with every one of the crazy battlefield
repairs we did visible and documented in extensive
detail. The first day I saw that thing I didn’t know it
would become a legend.

I was fairly sure my Lieutenant was trying to get me
killed.

In 2027, our unit was being rotated back from
Afghanistan. I was 31, a gunnery sergeant, and
looking forward to never showering in a room full of
scorpions again. Those things were pretty much
everywhere, no matter how hard you tried to get rid
of them, and the only really effective weapons we
had against them were our boots.

As I was shaking out mine after a hump for the
thousandth time, watching the sand pour and
wondering how I ever thought this was a valid life
choice, the call went out.

“Attention on Deck!”

I was up like a shot, the whole platoon was. Backs
straight, eyes forward, waiting to receive either
orders or a dressing down. Usually it was me doing
the yelling, but with everything going on in
Helmand province at the time we had almost as
many officers scurrying around as scorpions.

“Gunnery Sergeant Goodman!”

“Sir!”

“Come with me. The rest of you, at ease.”

Lt. Connelly was good people. He’d pulled us out
of the fire too many times to count, but I could hear
in his voice that I was about to go back in again,
and that I probably wouldn’t like it. I stepped into
my boots, sand and all, and double-timed it out of
the barracks.

convoy 2The LT wasn’t alone, he had a couple
civilians in suits waiting next to an MRAP of a type I
didn’t recognize. It had the right paint scheme, but
unlike our models its engine seemed a bit small to
be lugging around all that armor, and although I
could see dirt puffing around the exhaust, I
couldn’t hear it running.

“Get in, Gunny. There’s something I need to show
you.”

There were a couple more civvies inside, science
types tapping away on tablets of some kind. One
of them handed me a bracelet as I got in, one of
those life-tracker things with a digital readout. I put
it on a I sat back, thinking half about the extra
cushy seat that seemed to form itself around me,
while the rest of my brain was wondering what the
hell Connelly was doing outside with the suits. But
before I could come to any kind of answer, the LT
was inside with me, the door shut, and I got a
better look at the rest of the MRAP.

Instead of something meant for battle, the vehicle
was kitted up with a dozen or so monitors, each
with one kind of readout that made no sense at all.
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One in particular caught my eye, a thermal image
of a man sitting down, with a blue spot on its left
wrist. I raised my arm, and the image did the same.
I was about to lean forward and get a better look at
the words on the screen when the LT settled in
beside me and whispered something as the rig
started moving.

“Do you remember your last CFT, Gunny?”

For those of you who weren’t lucky enough to be
born Marines, the Combat Fitness Test is an annual
physical examination consisting of three parts—a
timed run, lifting ammo cans over your head, and
navigating an obstacle course under simulated fire,
while executing combat tasks like dragging your
buddies to safety and throwing grenades at a
target you can barely make out through the smoke.

“I remember having to do it twice, sir. Something
about a calibration failure.”

Connelly grunted, but I could see by monitor light
that he was smiling.

“Yeah, something like that. Your score was perfect
both times, but that’s to be expected, at least with
you. You’ve always maxed out your PFTs and
CFT’s. But the reason you did it twice was because
of your times.”

“Sir?” Just then the MRAP went over a bump, and I
lost sight of the LT’s face. One of the science types
fell off their seat, and I leaned forward to help her
up. I used the time to get a better look at the
monitor with me on it, but it was blank now. She
thanked me as I got her settled back in, and I could
feel her eyes on me as I turned and got back into
my own chair. It wasn’t a sexual thing, it was more
like the wide eyes of a kid in a toy store. When I
was back in my seat, the monitor bloomed back to
life, and the LT started whispering at me again.

“Your scores couldn’t be properly calibrated,
Gunny, because you were 20 to 30 seconds ahead
of the curve on every test. There’s maybe a
hundred people on the planet with reflexes like
yours, and you’re one of the only ones on active
duty right now.”

“I’m not sure I understand, LT. What’s…”I said,
twirling my braceleted wrist around, “all this
about?”

“Have you ever thought about being a pilot,
Gunny?”

I had, of course. Who hadn’t as a kid? But clean
living and good genes had ruled me out as a
Marine aviator before I was 14 years old, and the
Infantry suited me just fine.

“Too tall, sir. Always have been.”

“Not anymore. We’ve got something new in the
pipe, something that doesn’t have a height
requirement, but does require someone like you.
Someone who makes us rethink what a soldier is
and does, and makes us design weapons systems
to take full advantage of our best and brightest
people.”

I may have forgotten exactly what he said next, and
to be honest I’m a bit fuzzy on what I’ve written
down so far. But I’ll never forget stepping out of the
vehicle into an air-conditioned hangar, with the
civvie-tech’s eyes still devouring my readouts as
my heart skipped a beat when I saw it.

It was about 2 meters , and opened up for
maintenance it was more like an equipment rack
than equipment itself. It wasn’t painted yet, didn’t
have my name stamped on the chest or any of the
holes in it that it has now. It was a gleaming,
vaguely man-shaped machine with a collection of
rifles standing up beside it.

And from what the LT was saying, it was Mine.

“…already met Doctor Canas, but these are
Doctors Williams and Daggs. They were the ones
that got the power-packs small enough to
weaponized the suits, and once we had enough
data about the upper end of human capabilities,
Doctor Canas was able to simulate mechanically
what we could only theorize before now.”

“What does it do?” I remember saying.

“Whatever you can. But better.” It was a woman’s
voice, and since it came from behind me I realized
that I had in fact met Doctor Elizabeth Canas,
future Nobel laureate and the very future Mrs.
Colonel Harris Goodman.

“I’d like to see that, ma’am.”

“So would I, soldier. So would I.”



Chapter 3: The World As We Know It

2027 and the next few years were pretty much
business as usual for the world outside. During that
time, we worked in secret on what would eventually
become known as “The Valkyrie Initiative.”

In 2030, terrorists decided to turn back the clock
and bomb the hell out of a railroad in northwestern
China. By then we (the US) didn’t ask permission
to deploy any more, the rest of the world just knew
we would when something like this happened. We
were up to battalion strength by then, but it was me
and the 50 members of Alpha  Company that
dropped into Ürümqi at dawn, looking for the
repurposed nukes the terrorist’s press release
boasted about and hoping that we wouldn’t find
them the hard way.

We hit the ground hard and fast, and were still 20
klicks away from the improvised fortress the
terrorists made by collapsing a few buildings
around the target site when we got the word. There
was another force of armored suits converging on
the site, and it wasn’t one of ours.

Years later, when we were friends again, we found
out how they did it. The People’s Republic of China
had reverse-engineered our suits from bits and
pieces we’d lost along the way, and by hacking our
biometric feeds. They had more than enough
resources to build and test their own “Dragon
Armor”, and had been waiting for something like
this to happen to prove there was more than one
super-power left in the world,

But unlike us, the Chinese weren’t concerned
about minimizing casualties, and threw everything
they had at the terrorists. And unlike us, they
hadn’t designed their power systems to handle a
nuclear detonation.

That was the day we found out not only just how
good the Chinese were at keeping secrets, but
also that the extra shielding Doctor Daggs worked
into the suits was effective against radiation. Before
Ürümqi, the biggest nuke ever detonated had an
estimated yield of 50 megatons, and exploded 4

kilometers above a frozen bay in the Arctic Circle.
50 years later, its descendant exploded with almost
twice the force in the middle of a major city, and 6
million people became a statistic in a flash of light.

Shock waves from the blast rattled teacups in
Paris, Moscow, and Beijing. It knocked our
transports out of the sky and us on our asses. The
satellites we had tasked to cover the site had an
unparalleled view of the fireball rising up, and out
of, the atmosphere. And of us standing up again
after the hardened suit systems came back online.
With bits and pieces of the city falling like snow
around us, it was Alpha Company that went in to
sift through the wreckage. Our cameras recorded
everything, and the rules of war changed forever.

Believing them to be the source of both the stolen
weapon and the terrorists, the Chinese declared
war on Kazakhstan, and conquered half of it in a
month with 100 more suits of their scratch-built
Dragon Armor. They would have taken the rest of
the Silk Road as well, until Alpha Company and the
rest of our battalion, backed up by Russian and
NATO ground forces, forced them back across
their own borders.

But the terrorist nuke had done more than just kill
Ürümqi. It threw up enough radioactive particulate
to not only kill the Siberian heartland, but to fry
most of the Kazakh infrastructure. With the Chinese
hell-bent on revenge and focused on taking ground
rather than keeping it, uncontrolled oil-fires across
the country burned off a billion or so years of
carbon in less than six months.

We learned later that the entire Caspian oil shelf
was irradiated, doubling the ecological impact of
the attack and effectively ending the petroleum
industry in that part of the world. The subsequent
economic collapse rippled around the globe,
further separating the “first world” from everybody
else.

Later, in 2031 there was fresh fighting in places
we’d been told were “ready for democracy,” and
sure enough Marines were sent in to take care of
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business.

Well, mostly Marines. My new platoon was full of all
sorts of soldiers, and a bunch of civilians with
reflexes just like mine. There was the 45 year-old
MMA fighter, the Olympic gymnast, the 747 pilot
who was able to land his damaged plane on one
wheel and half a wing. People who never dreamed
of being soldiers were following Elizabeth Canas’
dream of making human beings better through
technology, and ending war as we knew it.

So me and my shiny new lieutenant’s bars
dropped into a Somalian war zone with the best
guns, best tech, and best training the United States
of America could pay for. They call it The 5 Hour
War now, but for the 24 men and women who
drove the SPEAR suits into Mogadishu, it was our
baptism of fire.

Even now there are a bunch of peaceniks who call
us murderers and criminals. But we saved more
lives than we took that day, and the world took
notice. For the rest of that year I saw near constant
action in hot spots around the world. Every one of
our drops ended the same way, with me and the
others kicking just as much ass as we had to, to
make sure the next idiot with too-little brains and
too much manifesto got the message.

The next run of suits in 2033, later known as the
second generation Valkyries, were bigger, bulkier,
and more powerful, and with half the world now
without food, power, and money, the third decade
of the 21st century started a new age of warfare for
the human race.

But we stopped calling them SPEARs soon after
the second generation of suits rolled off the
assembly lines. They were SHIELDS now: Special
Humanoid Infantry Enhancement LoaDoutS. We
stopped carrying our guns and started mounting
them, as many as the targeting software and the
pilot’s reflexes could accommodate.

They weren’t suits so much anymore as they were
tanks with legs, and when the first one without
hands hit the battlefield the illusion of enhancing
human potential was shattered. There was a
SHIELD for every conceivable combat situation and
venue, but with the world on the brink of economic
and societal collapse, the international courts
became the new battlefields.

Countries nationalized every industry they could,
and people like me started seeing action in places
we never thought of as enemy territory. If American
assets were deemed “essential” by a foreign
country, there were two ways to go about
convincing them otherwise. And although the US
was committed to diplomacy, the one that worked
every time was dropping Alpha Company in to
make sure things stayed put.

By 2040 border skirmishes and “friendly”
disagreements over resources were the norm. Sea
levels were rising, crops failing, and tensions were
at an all-time high. On our 5th wedding
anniversary, Elizabeth said goodbye to me as I
assumed command of First Battalion and deployed
to Ukraine with 500 of the finest soldiers I’ve ever
known, and our new third generation Valkyries.
Intel said the Chinese were building up their
programs again, and we were to hold the line until
the next generation of suit tech could give us an
edge.

Looking back, I can’t really blame the Russians for
jumping the gun. They were struggling as a
country, almost totally reliant on food grown in
other countries and unable to feed even half their
people.

Our orders were to let the battle play out on its
own, while the diplomats negotiated a peaceful
solution, But if any Russian or Chinese suit entered
Ukraine, we were to expel them as soon as
possible.

I’ll cover the specifics of the “Three-Cornered War”
in a later chapter. You’ve seen vids and read books
about it that are far more picturesque than anything
I can write. What you need to know about that war
now is that it proved once and for all that borders
weren’t lines drawn on a map, but in headspace. I
spent the next couple years defending a stretch of
ground that I didn’t care about.

When the 5th gen Valkyries were delivered to us in
2055, I knew that fighting would never stop. My
original SPEAR suit could have fit inside one of the
power cells of the new designs, and it took a
scaffolding to get us up to the cockpit. They
mounted vehicle-sized weapon systems, and since
the pilot’s body was no longer a limiting factor, the
torso could swivel at the waist. Their legs and arms
could move like human limbs.



If I’ve learned anything from 4 decades of
mechanized war, it’s this: Some things will never
change, and even with the world dying around us,
there will always be something to fight about. And
no matter what kind of weapons they give us, there
will always be a Marine ready to use them.

But as I write this, I’m also reminded of Lieutenant
Francis Connelly, and a dusty hangar in the middle
of Helmand province. That first day, while I was
looking with wide eyes at the suit that would come
to define me, he said something I’ll never forget.

“Gunny, you’ve been fighting wars for us since you
graduated high school. How’d you like to win one
for a change?”

Still waiting, LT. Still waiting.



A DESOLATE VALLEY 20 KMS NORTH-WEST OF
PLOIEȘTI, ROMANIA 2060

The sun was peeking over the distant eastern
foothills, its cold morning light crawling across the
expansive valley that lay sprawled before the
Cougar. The cloudless sky was the colour of
pastels, incongruously orange and violet and baby
blue.

Seated over fifteen metres up in the cockpit of her
Valkyrie, Captain Carleigh Ke-Xin surveyed the
augmented panorama, rendered in high resolution
by her machine's electro-optic sensors, displaying
a broad, desolate wasteland of whistling wind over
Plioceneclay and sand. She had studied the
geography of the region, and there had been a
major highway running across this terrain before
the troubles began, but whatever was left of the
abandoned road had since been reclaimed by
nature.

Presently, her commlink beeped, followed by a
crackle of static, and a familiar baritone voice.

"Holdfast Four to Holdfast Leader. Do you read me,
captain?"

The voice at the other end of the link was seasoned
and assuring. It belonged to First Sergeant Dennis
Firestone, who was mounted aboard a Stryker
infantry fighting vehicle, along with a section of
armoured troopers.

"Holdfast Leader, reading five by five. What's up,
Top?"

"Same old same old, ma'am. I seen fire and I seen
rain."

"On time and every time, sergeant."

"Good to hear, ma'am. We're moving along the left
ridge into cross-grid 22-08, and I haven't picked up
any readings."

"It's slim pickins' out here, Top," Carleigh agreed.
"But the Old Man thinks that Federation forces

might attempt to run a raiding party through this
valley, so here we are on picket duty."

"Ain't nothing here except strays and roaches in
this wasteland, captain - present company
exempted. Looks like it's going to be a long and
boring day."

Carleigh was about to comment on the merits of
"long and boring" and how it directly correlated to
one's life expectancy in a war zone, when her eye
noted a smudge of activity in the distance.

"There's something at grid 10-13 I want to check
out, Top. Deploy your squad at the waypoint as
planned, and then I want you guys to get
camouflaged and hunker down for overwatch.
Keep the comms lines open."

"Copy that, ma’am. Four out."

Tapping on her tactical dashboard, Carleigh
adjusted her Valk’s sensor beams, setting it to
track-while-scan mode, focussing on the dark spot
on the horizon. It was just over eleven kilometres
away where the ground touched the sky, but the
optics on her Valkyrie had no trouble recalibrating
the object into focus.

It was the silhouette of a vaguely humanoid object,
advancing resolutely through the scrubland,
hunched and ungainly, looking like some
nightmare creature out of a fantasy world. But
Carleigh knew better: it was a walking machine, an
enemy Valkyrie, and it was imminently headed in
her direction. With an instinctive tingle of
recognition, even at this distance, Carleigh
consulted her fire-control computer and saw that it
concurred with her initial assessment: it was a
Russian Federation Koschei, and it would be upon
them in minutes.

The Koschei, named for the immortal villain in
Russian folklore, was a fire-support Valkyrie
designed for long-range attacks, mounting a pair of
deadly rocket pods, with backup cannons for good
measure. It had a fearsome reputation which was
not undeserved, and the truism was that if you
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could see a Koschei (or rather, if it could see you),
then you were already within range of its
armaments. Tonnage for tonnage, the Koschei's
powerplant, armour and weapons outweighed her
own Cougar's, but Carleigh knew that if she could
survive its onslaught and get close enough, her
heavy laser and cannon would prove quite
devastating to the Koschei, reputation or not.

Carleigh tapped her comms. "Holdfast Leader to all
units, tally-ho. Incoming hostiles spotted at point
zero three, designation Gremlins: a single Koschei-
class walker with four to six support units.
Uploading battle data now. All units, execute Alpha-
Four on my mark. Mark."

Even as multiple voices of Holdfast squadron
acknowledged her order, Carleigh could now also
see the dust trails of the Koschei's own supporting
forces racing forward, like horse-mounted cavalry
forces of yore. Her battle computer identified at
least two assault tanks and two infantry carriers,
positioned wide to either side of the Koschei. The
enemy Valk rocked side to side in an untidy gait as
it powered forward, but Carleigh was experienced
enough to realise that with each great stride, it was
also closing the distance rapidly.

Alpha-Four was a sweeping manoeuvre which the
platoon had rehearsed and perfected on the
division's training grounds. Her own Stryker infantry
vehicle units, Holdfast Three and Four, would move
to the left and right ridges overlooking the valley,
providing overwatch and recon support. Another
pair of Abrams main battle tanks, Holdfast One and
Two, would leapfrog forward, using their mix of
mobility and firepower to sweep the path ahead of
her Valkyrie, whilst the Paladin self-propelled
howitzer, Holdfast Nine, was sitting far to the rear,
ready to bombard any enemy units on call.

"Holdfast Four, in position. Dismounting the infantry
squad. Hostiles marked and tracking."

Top's Stryker had reached its waypoint and was
presently demounting a section of armoured
infantry to form an observation point. With
weapons that could reach further than the naked
eye could see, knowing where the enemy forces
were indubitably provided an indispensable
advantage on the battlefield. With two or even three
observation points - the Valk and the overwatch
from either or both flanks, for instance - they could

combine and triangulate targeting data to within
inches of an enemy's position. It was basic high
school geometry.

Before Carleigh could reply, her sensors chirped
urgently as a puff of grey smoke billowed in the far
distance, and a cold finger of apprehension ran up
her spine. The Federation had their own long-range
artillery, and they had begun the festivities, opening
fire on her troops. The battle computer on her
Cougar instantly extrapolated where the hostile fire
had been directed.

"Holdfast Leader to Holdfast Four: Top, get out of
there! You have incoming arty fire!"

Carleigh did not know whether her first sergeant
had received her warning call. Brilliant billows of
flame in crimson and orange lined with oily grey
smoke blossomed to her left along the valley's
ridgeline, as the enemy barrage smothered the
cross-grid where Holdfast Four had stopped.

"Holdfast Four, come in! Top, do you copy?"

Radio static hissed ominously in Carleigh's
headset.

"Come in, Firestone! Where the hell are you?"

Then a voice, distant-sounding and measured,
emerging from underneath the electronic cackling,
a familiar voice: "Holdfast Four. The squad's shaken
but we're all okay, captain. The Stryker's toast,
though."

Carleigh took a deep breath in relief, even if first
blood had gone to the Federation. The forward
elements of the enemy were much closer now. One
of the dust trails, in particular, was moving upward
along the left spur toward where the Stryker had
been destroyed. The amount of dust suggested
that it was a fast, small vehicle.

"This is Holdfast Leader to all units, weapons free.
Engage targets at will."

Holdfast One, the lead Abrams battle tank, was
already racing ahead at speed, its smoothbore
cannon bobbing like the jousting lance of a
medieval knight in armour. Holdfast Two was not
far behind, perhaps half a klick, its twin conveyor-
belt tracks spinning furiously to keep up with its
leader.



It didn't take long for the battle computer to confirm
her hunch: the left dust cloud was indeed a BTR-80
infantry fighting vehicle, attempting to secure the
flank just as her own Stryker had done so.

"Holdfast One, Holdfast Two," Carleigh called into
her commlink, "I have a target for you, designate
Gremlin Two. Sending coordinates now." Her
attention was focussed on the looming Koschei,
the biggest and deadliest threat, but the muscle
memory in her fingers allowed her to rapidly tap
out the shooting coordinates to her main battle
tanks without having to look down at the console.

"Holdfast One, copy, Holdfast Leader. Gremlin
datum received. Engaging."

The turnstile cannons of both Abrams tanks
swivelled in unison toward the wedge of rising dust
along the valley spur, and without breaking speed,
each emitted a long tongue of reaching flame,
reminding Carleigh of a children's party blower.
Seconds later, the supersonic depleted uranium
shells struck the troop carrier with deadly accuracy,
turning it into a ball of fiery oblivion. The flaming
carcass of the infantry carrier tumbled down the
moraine for a few hundred metres, before it finally
came to rest amidst a loose pile of rocks. 

"Good shooting, One and Two!"

For her own part, Carleigh continued to scan her
tactical display. Ahead of the Koschei, a T-80
assault tank was closing on her position, spoiling
for a fight. A Valkyrie was easily worth three or four
tanks in terms of raw firepower, but that was not to
say that a single assault tank with an experienced
handler couldn't still pose a threat to a careless
Valk driver.The T-80 presently charging at her, for
instance, with its 125mm smoothbore gun,
shooting solid ceramic-tungsten "bullet" rounds. 

“Must’ve taken his daring pills this morning,”
Carleigh thought aloud, as the small puff of smoke
from her protagonist's cannon told her that the T-80
had just fired on her. She counted four potatoes,
waiting for the inevitable judder of getting hit,
before reaching six potatoes and realizing that the
shot had somehow missed, blessed be. Now it was
her turn. The heavy laser on the Valk's left arm
released a beam of coruscating green energy,
instantaneously striking the turret of the T-80 and
blasting it clean off, and spinning what was left of

the chassis out of control. It crashed into a shallow
berm of fallen trunks, smoking copiously.

The Koschei had stopped its forward movement,
although its smallish head sensor was still
sweeping back and forth like a sentry on
overwatch. It seemed to Carleigh that the other
pilot was being somewhat cautious. While the
Valkyrie was undoubtedly the epitome of a
battlefield fighting machine, early skirmishes had
also shown that Valkyries fighting without close
infantry and flanking support were vulnerable to
small-arms combat units that were too fast and too
stealthy for the big machines to handle. 

One of Carleigh's academy classmates had
discovered this the hard way: he had taken his
Grizzly into a copse of woodland, only to walk
straight into three hidden enemy flamethrower
squads. Too close for even his machine guns to
deploy, the fearless infantry units had smoked his
Valkyrie, literally and metaphorically, by directing
their flaming attacks at the leg and ankle joints. The
crippled Valkyrie had fallen ignominiously face-
down into the dirt, making it impossible for him to
eject to safety. Its beleaguered pilot had only been
saved by a counter-attacking infantry platoon
which drove the other side off.

Since then, Valkyries rarely deployed on their own,
unless their pilots were maniacal or suicidal (or
both), and modern armoured tactical doctrine
required the big machines to operate in concert
with supporting conventional forces for optimum
effect, not unlike a naval carrier strike group with a
supercarrier and its defensive escorts.

Carleigh's commlink chirped. "Holdfast Three, in
position 04-14 on recon overwatch. Infantry
dismounted. We're camouflaged and holding,
ma'am. Good data uplink, no hostiles nearby."

"Holdfast Leader to Three, copy."

Good job, thought Carleigh. While all the
commotion was going on with the left side, the
other Stryker had quietly moved onto the right
ridge and was presently holding that flank secure.
They would be able to recon the battlefield, and
triangulate targeting data for vastly improved
accuracy. A scrolling row of numbers and
coordinates on her battle computer display
informed her that the data was coming through.



"Holdfast Nine to Holdfast Leader, I have a firing
solution on the enemy SPG, designate Gremlin
Eight, target grid 26-09. Matching bearings to
shoot."

At the distant rear, the Paladin self-propelled gun
crew must have reverse-calculated the location of
the enemy's own SPG when it had fired on the
Stryker, and was preparing to deliver counter-fire.
Suddenly, a tracer of glowing orange was released
into the cold dawn air. The fire-control computer on
the Cougar tracked the projectile as it whooshed
through the sky in its long, ballistic arc toward the
horizon. A minute later, the artillery round struck
the enemy howitzer dead on, spattering chunks of
metal and fire in all directions.

"Holdfast Leader to Nine: Good shot, Vincent!
Direct hit!"

As if in retaliation, the Koschei's rocket hatches
flipped open, angling upward. In a plume of flames
and smoke, a full volley of rockets lifted into the
sky, blazing along an invisible return path toward
the Paladin. It was a foregone conclusion before
Carleigh even had the chance to warn the Paladin's
crew, and a series of explosions flashed and
twinkled where the rocket barrage smothered the
Paladin's location, and the howitzer's IFF signal
dropped off the air.

Angrily, Carleigh locked on and opened fire with
her short-range missiles, about half the firepower of
the Koschei's volley and barely just within range.
Her missiles struck the enemy Valkyrie somewhat
haphazardly, creating a mass of noise and smoke
and doing little damage, but the attack served its
purpose as the Koschei now turned its attention
toward her.It began striding forward again,
emerging with little more than cosmetic damage to
its paint job.

As it lumbered toward her, the Koschei loosed a
second volley of rockets directly at her. Carleigh
could feel the sweat pooling inside her helmet, as
she desperately attempted to evade the swarming
attack. A barrage of ear-splitting explosions rocked
the Cougar, tossing it about violently in an
enveloping firestorm as Carleigh felt her stomach
plunge and lurch. She struggled to maintain
control and balance as damage sensors flashed
red: multiple hits to the torso and upper limbs. The
damage control system automatically rerouted

hydraulic and data flows to bypass damaged
components, and she regained control of the
Valkyrie.

"Holdfast Four to Holdfast Leader, I have an
inbound hostile along the left ridge. Gremlin Three.
It's the other T-80."

The infantry squad on the left flank were dug in and
camouflaged, but if the enemy tank somehow got
close enough to spot them, it would certainly make
short work of them.

"Holdfast Two, I've got this,Top. Keep your heads
down, I'm moving around to intercept."

One of the Abrams tanks swept around in a regal
movement, headed on an intercept course toward
the T-80 tank on the ridgeline, closing the range.
The T-80 pivoted on its tracks, turning to engage.
Like an archaic pair of duellists at ten paces, both
tanks fired at each other almost simultaneously.
The Abrams missed. The T-80 fared better: a
shower of sparks sprayed brilliantly where the
Russian round deflected off the side of the Abram's
plate armour, leaving a glowing scar, before the
slug bounced off the ground a few hundred meters
away, skimming two more times like a pebble on a
lake, before it landed harmlessly in the dirt.

Both tank crews were now racing against each
other to reload and shoot, when the T-80's turret
exploded rather spontaneously, followed by gouts
of flame emanating from every open port. The
other Abrams heavy tank had made an end-run
around to the T-80’s flank, where the side armour
was weaker and exposed, and had taken its time to
aim whilst the first Abrams had kept it distracted.
The second Abrams's depleted uranium round had
entered on one side and exited on the other, and
whilst passing through, flash-ignited the internal
ammunition. The T-80 crew literally did not know
what had hit them as they were instantly
incinerated.

The Koschei, however, was having none of that.
Turning its attention to the Abrams known as
Holdfast Two, it fired its double cannons,
bombarding the area all around the tank, blasting
huge swathes of earth and dirt upward somewhat
indiscriminately. To Carleigh's relief, the tank
emerged from the onslaught in a billow of dust and
smoke, and in a show of defiance, both Abrams



tanks fired in reply to the Koschei in a one-two
cadence. Their shells smacked squarely against
the compound laminate armour on the Koschei's
chest, enough to momentarily halt the machine in
its steps.

The Koschei unleashed yet another volley of
rockets, buffeting the closest Abrams tank in a
tremendous firestorm. Carleigh felt her heart
plummet into an empty pit six feet beneath her. As
the explosion cleared, the Abrams reappeared
streaming thick smoke and fire, its turret and gun
dangling uselessly askew. The tank moved
drunkenly for another fifty meters, before gradually
slowing to a crawl, and thence to a dead stop. 

Carleigh tapped her comms. "Holdfast Two, come
in! Do you copy? Are you alright? Talk to me,
Melissa!"

Harsh static was her only response.

The crew of Holdfast Two was good people.
Pushing down a groundswell of anger, Carleigh
raised her targeting viewfinder and bracketed the
Koschei in her sights, whilst advancing her
Valkyrie. As expected, the Koschei fired again,
using its cannons this time and rocking her
machine furiously under a veritable cascade of
hellfire. The damage control panel flashed red to
the Cougar's legs, slowing it down somewhat, but
there was no stopping her fighting machine as it
lurched forward. 

Carleigh persisted, closing the distance, checking
her controls and selecting her weapons for a full
volley, and then letting loose in a glorious wall of
firepower, the smoke engulfing her forward
viewport so much that she could barely see where
the hits had landed on the Koschei. The Koschei
raised its arms awkwardly, in an almost childish
gesture, attempting to deflect her repeated laser
and cannon blasts.

Holdfast One had now overtaken the smoking
remains of Holdfast Two, zooming around in a
broad, sweeping motion to attack from the far side.
The Koschei was struggling awkwardly to continue
on its way, but as the skirmish moved into its
endgame, Carleigh pressed her assault on the
Russian war machine. 

The folklore about Koschei told of how he would

preserve himself for immortality by placing portions
of his soul in several horcruxes, which individually
and collectively had to be destroyed before
Koschei could be rendered mortal and killed. It
seemed to Carleigh that Holdfast platoon had done
exactly just that, first by methodically destroying
each of the Koschei's support vehicles, then
combining their efforts and turning on the boss
villain himself.

The cannon on Holdfast One smoked again, and
the shot on the Koschei was good. Like David's
proverbial slingshot on Goliath, the Abrams's shell
penetrated the now-depleted armour on the
Koschei's torso, and a series of muffled explosions
ripped through its insides. For a moment, Carleigh
thought that the Valk's power core was about to go
critical as it smoked and hemorrhaged internally.
The Koschei took an unsteady step, and then
another, before teetering to an abrupt halt, leaning
precariously to one side, stopping short of
completely toppling down in flames. The power
readings on the Koschei fluctuated as smoke
poured from its joints and hatches.

Carleigh was about to deliver the coup de grâce
with her heavy laser, when the tremendous bulk of
the mechanical beast suddenly exploded at the
seams, sending broken machinery and jagged
pieces of upper torso and limbs flying everywhere.
Bits of debris pinged against the Cougar's outer
shell like rainfall. As the explosion cleared, all that
was left was a pair of twisted, stilt-like feet, still
joined at the waist, standing upright like a work of
postmodern Nordic sculpture, before it, too,
crumbled on itself into a smoking, motionless heap
of burning wreckage.

Carleigh scanned her tactical display for other
hostiles, her heart pounding so hard it seemed like
it would burst out of her breast. The pilot of the
Koschei had not ejected, so he or she had either
been killed or unconscious, and a tinge of regret
and pity filled Carleigh. Despite doing their utmost
to kill each other barely moments earlier, she did
not harbour any particular animosity toward the
other Valkyrie pilot who was, like herself, just doing
a job.

Her commlink chirped and somehow, she found
the strength to flick it open.



"Holdfast Four to Holdfast Leader. Are you alright,
ma'am? The Koschei gave you a right good
pounding there."

Carleigh took a deep breath, gathering her
strength and composure.

"Holdfast Leader. I'm good, Top. It's good. Took
some hits, but I'm still standing."

"Four to Holdfast Leader. I'm not detecting any
other Gremlins in play, ma’am. Looks like we
stopped them."

“Holdfast Three, can confirm, captain. All Gremlins
are down. Valley sector is secure.”

A warmth spread outward from somewhere inside
her body as Carleigh contemplated the
smouldering ruins of the Koschei, as well as the
other destroyed Russian vehicles. Wrapped up
somewhere in her thoughts, she knew that the
fighting and the deaths of her platoon members
had not been for nothing. 

"Thank you, Three and Four," Carleigh replied. "I'd
better call Sunray and let the Old Man know what
all the commotion's been about. Keep your eyes
peeled, Top, and let's check for survivors."

"Copy that, ma'am. Four out."

Carleigh glanced at the cockpit chronometer. Only
five minutes and forty-four seconds had elapsed
since the enemy had entered the valley and
initiated hostilities. It had felt like a lifetime.



2025 - Washington D.C. - The Pentagon

General Horace Blackwell, Commander of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff pushed through the briefing room's
double doors with a three-foot long black case
gripped in one fist. Silence descended on the
nation's top dozen defense contractors as their
eyes turned to greet Blackwell. They had all served
in the military before retiring to the salaried life
representing their mega-corporations to the
Department of Defense.

They all recognized the case.

Of course, no one in their right mind walked
through the Pentagon's hallowed with a rifle case,
but then again, Blackwell's career was filled with
"no one in their right mind" stories.

Blackwell strode to the front of the long wooden
conference table and slowly lowered the case on to
the table's polished surface. "Good. I see I have
your attention." His lips drew back in a smile, that
wasn't a smile.

"I will keep this short and to the point and leave no
room for misunderstanding. Six years ago, the
Chinese nuke took the world down an unexpected
path. The United States is now engaged in
localized hostiles all over the planet. And it's going
to get worse."

Blackwell paused to pour a glass of ice water from
a nearby pitcher. A contractor leaned forward to
talk over the tinkling ice. "General, if I may…"

He was cut short when Blackwell snapped open
one of the catches on the rifle case. It echoed
across the chamber like a shot, and was soon
followed by a second shot when Blackwell
snapped open the other catch.

A few contractors leaned back in their seats as
Blackwell eased open the lid. His hand emerged
seconds later holding a steel and wood battered
rifle coated in mud and grime. With a practiced
hand, Blackwell pulled back on the charging lever
on the side of the rifle and looked in the chamber

to make sure it was empty.

"Gentlemen, this is a Soviet Union AK-47 assault
rifle. Mikhail Kalashnikov designed this weapon in
1947, almost 80 years ago. It is still one of the most
efficient killing tools ever to appear on the
battlefield. It is not fancy. It is made from wood and
steel. It has no plastics. It has no electronics. It has
no carbon fiber alloys. It just works. Peasants all
over the world have been using these rifles for 80
years with no training and bare bones maintenance
and they have done just fine. If I were to load this
rusty dirt encrusted weapon and pull the trigger it
would function as designed… and people would
die."

Blackwell, placed the rifle on the table, pulled a
scratched up gray pistol from the case, and racked
the slide to ensure it wasn't loaded.

"This is a Colt 1911 45-caliber pistol, designed by
John Browning in 1911. It is well over 100 years
ago, and it remains one of the finest pistols in the
world when it comes to shooting a person once
and making sure they don't get back up."

Blackwell returned the 1911 and AK-47 to the case.

"Gentlemen, the days of 10 year development
programs based on lucrative government contracts
are over. We don't need the next flashy thing in
weapon tech. We already have that with the
Valkyrie program. What we need are weapons that
work, that have had the bugs worked out, and will
continue to function with the shortest supply tail the
US military has had in 100 years. You are going to
build more of what we already have, and you're
going to make them more reliable, cheaper to
operate, and cheaper to buy."

Contractors launched from their seats in protest.

Blackwell snapped both catches closed and the
room was silent before their echoed died.

"No gentlemen, you can and you will. The United
States is in the darkest hour in our history. We are
no longer fighting for political points or voter
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approval. We are fighting for the survival of our
country. The President has given me extraordinary
powers to make sure these new, or should I say
old, weapon programs go forward at full speed
without delay."

He tapped the case a few times with a closely
trimmed fingernail.

"I, for one, hope we don't a need to have a second
meeting on this topic, and I sure as hell know you
don't."



-Excerpt from 2060: THE STRATEGIC SITUATION.
1st edition published 2060 by the Institute for
Military Studies.

What became known as The Satellite War started a
year after the China Incident in Kazakhstan in 2030.
In those first few years, countries were just
developing their anti-Sat technology, and the
attacks failed far more often than they succeeded.
But, a few did succeed. Out of the two-thousand or
so recon sats orbiting the planet, about a hundred
were taken out by surface and orbital weapons.

During the next decade, these sats were replaced
with new ones, better armored, and incorporating
more stealth features to make detecting them, and
this killing them, harder.

This low intensity orbital warfare continued until
2045 when Russia deployed Valks against Japan,
and the global war heated up. This unleashed a
fresh wave of anti-sat attack from every major
power. Satellites provided intel, and intel was
power. Knocking down key satellites meant the
difference between detecting and countering an
invasion force days from your borders, or not
detecting it until they broke cover and launched
their attack on one of your key production centers.

Within a matter of years, the number of satellites
plummeted from twenty-five hundred to just over
three-hundred. Replacement sats were launched,
but the effort to do so was more difficult with each
passing year, as the tides of war shifted across the
continents.

Gaining control of satellite control centers became
an ever-increasing priority for military raids. Such
raids only needed to a hold a facility for a day or
two during a critical stage of a military operation
taking place elsewhere on the globe. These raids
resulted in the production of smaller, mobile, less
capable control centers that could be easily kept
mobile to avoid enemy capture. This made the task
of locating them harder, but in the end, the raiding
forces just became smaller and more mobile to
hunt them down. 

Although lurking in the background for decades,
the art of sat hacking moved to the forefront as the
number of satellites dropped. Each nation now had
a section of hackers devoted to gaining at least
temporary control of satellites key to their global
efforts.

By the time of the Damocles Protectorate in 2055,
all anti-sat attacks had stopped. By then, only a
couple hundred recon sats remained. Nations soon
turned to commandeering weather sats and other
non-recon sats to download even the grainiest
images of possible military movements. Such
satellites though are a dwindling resource, carrying
limited maneuvering fuel, their fuel supply is
sometimes exhausted by a single large course
adjustment ordered by a military hacker in rapid
need of the latest intel.

In 2059, rumors spread that some nations had
started deploying small numbers of sats carrying
the latest in surveillance and stealth technologies.
These rumors have not been confirmed.
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Pavón, 2049

The graffiti had baffled the garrisons for months
now. Once more, Corporal Boris Markovich found
himself contemplating the blue writing on the
archway, asking himself about what it could mean. 

“I think the previous guys were right,” Private First-
Class Olga Ivanova said from the other side of the
ruins. “It may be French.” 

“Seems so,” Boris replied. He glanced at his
comrade. She was lying flat on the ground,
observing the landscape through a pair of
binoculars. Although their age was one of deadly
mechanized combat, sometimes the simplest ways
to gather information remained the most reliable.
“Then again, the Euros speak so many languages
one never knows. Can be Italian, for all I can tell.” 

“I think the first word means ‘good.’ Dunno about
the second one. ‘Change,’ maybe?”

“It ain’t English, that’s for sure.” 

In all honesty, she seemed more curious about it
than Boris. For him, it was just an oddity that he
could use to distract himself, forget that they were
but a humble pair of observers, there to stand in
the way of enemy advances and report them back
to HQ before being overrun themselves.

He approached Olga and kneeled beside her. The
wall on that side of the building had partially
collapsed, leaving a large opening through which
they could see the landscape. Thick vegetation
surrounded the ruins, hiding them almost
completely. The previous observers had to cut
down small sections of the foliage in front of the
hole so they could observe any enemy movements
without betraying their position.

The landscape itself was a vast expanse of
contradictions. Ahead of the ruins, the hillside
presented a sparse vegetation cover, an extension
of the fields the Russians were trying to defend,
further south. Beyond the hills, the plant life slowly
gave way to dry pampas. Further out, on the

horizon, the binoculars could find the edge of the
desert slowly creeping across South America. 

Somewhere out there, the Americans waited to
make their move, like the Russians and the
Europeans had done before them.

“Ol’ Ivan would know,” Olga said, still thinking
about the graffiti. “People knew languages back
then.” 

Boris looked at her. They had been friends since
high school, but had parted ways when they went
to the military. It was due to sheer coincidence that
they would find each other again during that
campaign, brought together because they had
specialized in electronic warfare. 

“I’ve only heard Ol’ Ivan complaining,” Boris
retorted. Ol’ Ivan, as the students knew him, was
an aging man who lived near the school. When
people walked past his porch, he would start
rambling about the old days of his youth, and how
things kept getting worse nowadays, all hope lost.

Grinning, Boris raised a finger and spoke in a high-
pitched voice, trying to emulate Ol’ Ivan. “Our time
was chaos, but at least we learned things back
then! You youngsters now only know what your
rulers want you to!” 

Olga chuckled, her attention never leaving the
horizon.

“People sure had it easier back then.” 

There was a sense of wistfulness in her tone, Boris
thought. She had always been curious about how
the world was before spiraling into chaos.  Things
surely hadn't been easy for Ol' Ivan's
contemporaries, but Boris always felt that they
complained a lot for too little. He asked himself if
those old-timers ever had to deal with what his
generation was forced to endure.

There were food and water shortages, periodic
energy blackouts, rampant unemployment,
extreme weather, constant warfare, and so on. Old-
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timers like Ol’ Ivan sure complained, but Boris felt
that the people of his generation were the true
survivors. When other children starved or failed to
even go to school, he and others had endured and
found their place in a broken world.

“Maybe they did,” he told Olga,“but they were not
as tough as we are.”

“I guess.”

Boris opened his mouth to add something else, but
then there was a change in Olga’s posture. She
was tense. 

“What is that?”

“Found something?” Boris came closer to her.

“Maybe a drone. Coming low and fast, just above
the hills to the left.”

“Let me see it.” 

Olga gave him the binoculars. She grabbed her
radio and proceeded to warn HQ. Boris paid little
attention to the exchange - he was looking for the
drone. There was a dark speck of a form moving
just where Olga had said it would be. It either was
searching for the Russian observation posts or
scanning the field in preparation for an assault.

“Is it ours?” he asked his comrade.

“Command says it isn’t. We can kill it.”

“Let’s unpack the tools, then.”

There was an anti-drone gun inside the ruins. Boris
went to fetch it and then took a knee by the hole in
the wall, placing the gun over his shoulder. Olga
went to grab a military laptop.

“I’m ready.” 

Behind him, Olga opened the laptop. Her fingers
danced over the keyboard, selecting the digital
warheads, dispersion programs, and other tools
that should neutralize the drone’s defenses and
bring it down. Automated aircraft like that were still
very effective recon tools, but the lack of a pilot
made them vulnerable to subtler forms of warfare.
Anti-drone guns used a combination of EMP and
radio signals to cut the link to the ground
controllers and even hack the drone’s systems.

This way, troops could bring them down without
announcing their presence to the world.

That drone, though, didn’t seem concerned with
the digital fire coming in its direction. Boris
checked to see if the gun was working, but
everything seemed fine.

“Why is it still flying?”

“The Americans must have something new aboard
that thing. It’s neutralizing our tools. Let me try
something else.”

There was a change in the airplane. It suddenly
turned its nose down and dived, falling like a rock
from the heavens. It turned into a massive fireball
the moment it touched the ground, nose-first.

Boris lowered the gun, weary of its weight. 

“I guess you used something simple?”

“Aye. A program to turn its horizontal fins down.”

“Non-standard?”

“Yes.”

She had been improvising again, Boris thought.
Some ECM specialists couldn’t help themselves
and kept messing with their tools, always looking
for a way to optimize the programs. Sometimes
they made them worse, but Olga was better than
most. 

With a sizzling of static, Olga’s radio came alive
again. She spoke to it, somehow understanding
the words broken by the interference. 

“What is going on?”

“It ain’t good.” Her expression was tense.
“Balalaika Three detected an enemy advance
coming right in our way. Armor and Valkyries.”

“The drone didn’t matter.”

“Not by much, no.” 

It could have been either a distraction or a recon
asset the enemy deemed of secondary importance
for whichever plans they had. Boris could only
imagine how the third battle for that place would be
like. He surely didn’t want to stick around to find



out.

His eyes locked onto Olga’s, as both knew they
would have to report the enemy’s troop
composition before pulling out if they had the time
to do so. They would have to stay for a while
longer. That was their duty. 

Feeling the tension build up inside him, Boris
averted his eyes from his comrade. Somehow, he
was drawn once more to the blue words on the
archway. 

Those words would intrigue the next force to
control the ridge. Maybe not for its meaning, but for
the reason why someone would etch them there. 

The writing would haunt them as well. And as the
land changed hands, the words would remain,
staring back at those who found them, seemingly
mocking them with their message: “Bonne
Chance.”




